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QUESTION 1

Your company has a Microsoft 365 tenant. 

The company performs annual employee assessments. 

The assessment results are recorded in a document named Assessment I cmplatc.docx that is created by using
Microsoft Word template. 

Copies of the employee assessments are sent to employees and their managers. 

The assessment copies are stored in mailboxes, Microsoft SharePoint Online sites, and OneDrive for Business folders.
A copy of each assessment is also stored in a SharePoint Online folder named Assessments. 

You need to create a data loss prevention (DLP) policy that prevents the employee assessments from being emailed to
external users. 

You will use a document fingerprint to identify the assessment documents. 

What should you include in the solution? 

A. Create a fingerprint of 100 sample documents in the Assessments folder. 

B. Create a sensitive info type that uses Exact Data Match (EDM). 

C. Import 100 sample documents from the Assessments folder to a seed folder. 

D. Create a fingerprint of AssessmentTemplate.docx. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/document-fingerprinting?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a Microsoft 365 tenant. 

You discover that email does NOT use Microsoft Office 365 Message Encryption (OME). 

You need to ensure that OME can be applied to email. 

What should you do first? 

A. Enable Microsoft Defender for Office 365. 

B. Activate Azure Information Protection. 

C. Activate Azure Rights Management (Azure RMS). 

D. Create an Azure key vault. 

Correct Answer: C 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/set-up-new-message-encryption-
capabilities?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a custom sensitive info type that uses Exact Data Match (EDM). 

You plan to periodically update and upload the data used for EDM. 

What is the maximum frequency with which the data can be uploaded? 

A. twice per week 

B. twice per day 

C. once every six hours 

D. once every 48 hours 

E. twice per hour 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are evaluating the technical requirements for the DLP reports. Which user can currently view the DLP reports? 

A. Admin4 

B. Admin1 

C. Admin5 

D. Admin2 

E. Admin3 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a data loss prevention (DLP) policy configured for endpoints as shown in the following exhibit. 
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From a computer named Computer1, 3 user can sometimes upload files to cloud services and sometimes cannot. Other
users experience the same issue. 

What are two possible causes of the issue? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. The Access by unallowed apps action is set to Audit only. 

B. The computers are NOT onboarded to the Microsoft 365 compliance center. 

C. The Copy to clipboard action is set to Audit only. 

D. There are file path exclusions in the Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DIP) settings. 

E. The unallowed browsers in the Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DLP) settings are NOT
configured. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

HOTSPOT 

You plan to implement Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DLP). 

You need to identify which end user activities can be audited on the endpoints, and which activities can be restricted on
the endpoints. 

What should you identify for each activity? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/endpoint-dlp-learn-about?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 7

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a Microsoft 365 tenant and 500 computers that run Windows 10. The computers are onboarded to the
Microsoft 365 compliance center. 

You discover that a third-party application named Tailspin_scanner.exe accessed protected sensitive information on
multiple computers. Tailspin_scanner.exe is installed locally on the computers. 

You need to block Tailspin_scanner.exe from accessing sensitive documents without preventing the application from
accessing other documents. 
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Solution: From the Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DLP) settings, you add a folder path to the file
path exclusions. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Folder path to the file path exclusions excludes certain paths and files from DLP monitoring. Use the unallowed apps list
instead. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/endpoint-dlp-using?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 8

You create a data loss prevention (DLP) policy. The Advanced DLP rules page is shown in the Rules exhibit. 

The Review your settings page is shown in the Review exhibit. 
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You need to review the potential impact of enabling the policy without applying the actions. What should you do? 

A. Edit the policy, remove all the actions in DLP rule 1, and select I\\'d like to test it out first. 

B. Edit the policy, remove the Restrict access to the content and Send incident report to Administrator actions, and then
select Yes, turn it on right away. 

C. Edit the policy, remove all the actions in DLP rule 1, and select Yes, turn it on right away. 

D. Edit the policy, and then select I\\'d like to test it out first. 

Correct Answer: D 
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Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-a-dlp-policy-from-a-template? view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a Microsoft 365 E5 tenant that contains a user named User1. 

You need to identify the type and number of holds placed on the mailbox of User1. 

What should you do first? 

A. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, create an eDiscovery case. 

B. From Exchange Online PowerShell, run the Get-Mailbox cmdlet. 

C. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, run a content search. 

D. From Exchange Online PowerShell, run the Get-HoldCompliancePolicy cmdlet. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/identify-a-hold-on-an-exchange-online-
mailbox?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 10

You need to recommend a solution that meets the executive requirements. What should you recommend? 

A. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, create a retention policy. 

B. From the Exchange admin center, enable archive mailboxes. 

C. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, create a retention label. 

D. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, create a DLP policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-apply-retention- labels?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft 365 tenant that uses Microsoft Teams. 

You create a data loss prevention (DLP) policy to prevent Microsoft Teams users from sharing sensitive information. 
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You need to identify which locations must be selected to meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Documents that contain sensitive information must not be shared inappropriately in Microsoft Teams. 

2. 

If a user attempts to share sensitive information during a Microsoft Teams chat session, the message must be deleted
immediately. 

Which three locations should you select? To answer, select the appropriate locations in the answer area. (Choose
three.) 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dlp-microsoft-teams?view=o365-worldwide 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

You have a Microsoft 365 E5 tenant that contains a sensitivity label named label1. 

You plan to enable co-authoring for encrypted files. 

You need to ensure that files that have label1 applied support co-authoring. 

Which two settings should you modify? To answer, select the settings in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Co-authoring and AutoSave aren\\'t supported and don\\'t work for labeled and encrypted Office documents that use any
of the following configurations for encryption: 

1. 

Let users assign permissions when they apply the label and the checkbox In Word, PowerPoint, and Excel, prompt
users to specify permissions is selected. This configuration is sometimes referred to as "user-defined permissions". 

2. 

User access to content expires is set to a value other than Never. 

3. 

Double Key Encryption is selected. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels-
coauthoring?view=o365-worldwide https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/security-compliance-and-identity/co-
authoring-files-with-sensitivity-labels/ba-p/3029768 

 

QUESTION 13

Your company has a Microsoft 365 tenant that uses a domain named Contoso.com. 
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You are implementing data loss prevention (DIP). 

The company\\'s default browser in Microsoft Edge. 

During a recent audit, you discover that some user use Firefox and Google Chromo browsers to upload files labeled as
Confidential to a third party Microsoft SharePoint Online site that has a URL of https://m365x076709.sharepoint . 

Uses are blocked from uploading the confidential files to the site from Microsoft Edge. 

You need to ensure that the users cannot upload files labels as Confidential from Firefox and Google Chrome to any
cloud services. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. From the Microsoft 3G5 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint DLP) settings, add Firefox and Google Chrome to
the unallowed browsers list. 

B. Create a DIP policy that applies to the Devices location. 

C. From the Microsoft 365 Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint) DLP settings, add contoso.com as an allowed
service domain. 

D. From the Microsoft 365 compliance center, onboard the dcvu.es. 

E. From the Microsoft J6b Endpoint data loss prevention (Endpoint) DLP settings, add: m36Sx0767W-sharepomt.com
as a blacked service domain. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 14

HOTSPOT 

You create a retention policy as shown in the following exhibit. 
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A user named User1 deletes a file named File1.docx from a Microsoft SharePoint Online site named Site1. 

A user named User2 deletes an email and empties the Deleted Items folder in Microsoft Outlook. 

Where is the content retained one year after deletion? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 15

You receive an email that contains a list of words that will be used few a sensitive information type. 

You need to create a file that can be used as the source of a keyword dictionary. 

In which format should you save the list? 

A. an XLSX file that contains one word in each cell of the first row 

B. a ISV file that contains words separated by tabs 

C. a JSON file that that an element tor each word 

D. a text file that has one word on each line 
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Correct Answer: D 

Keyword dictionaries can be created either from a text file or from csv file. 

Note: 

There are several versions of this question in the exam. The question has two possible correct answers: 

1. 

a CSV file that contains words separated by commas 

2. 

a text file that has one word on each line 

Other incorrect answer options you may see on the exam include the following: 

1. 

a TSV file that contains words separated by tabs 

2. 

a DOCX file that has one word on each line 

3. 

an XML file that contains a keyword tag for each word 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-a-keyword-
dictionary?view=o365-worldwide 
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